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We report uniaxial tensile strains up to 5.7% along h100i in suspended germanium (Ge) wires on a silicon
substrate, measured using Raman spectroscopy. This strain is sufficient to make Ge a direct bandgap semicon-
ductor. Theoretical calculations show that a significant fraction of electrons remain in the indirect conduction
valley despite the direct bandgap due to the much larger density of states; however, recombination can
nevertheless be dominated by radiative direct bandgap transitions if defects are minimized. We then calculate
the theoretical efficiency of direct bandgap Ge LEDs and lasers. These strained Ge wires represent a direct bandgap
Group IV semiconductor integrated directly on a silicon platform. © 2014 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
With traditional copper interconnects becoming an ever
greater performance bottleneck [1], optical interconnects
have become an increasingly attractive option for silicon (Si)
integrated circuits [2]. Although Si’s indirect bandgap limits its
ability to perform optoelectronic functions for photonic inte-
grated circuits, there is a strong interest in using germanium
(Ge) for such functions since Ge can be monolithically inte-
grated on Si and shows superior optical properties compared
to Si [3–6]. Although Ge is also an indirect bandgap semicon-
ductor, it also has a direct bandgap that is only ∼140 meV
larger than its indirect gap [7], and this property has enabled
the realization of efficient Ge photodetectors [8–10] and
modulators [11].

However, Ge’s indirect bandstructure has proven acutely
problematic for lasing, forcing researchers to explore options
such as heavy n-type doping [12–14] and tensile strain
[9,12,15,16]. The first of these methods, n-type doping, miti-
gates the presence of indirect conduction band states by filling
them with extrinsic electrons [12,17]. Tensile strain, on the
other hand, works by favorably altering Ge’s bandstructure
until it becomes a direct bandgap semiconductor at ∼4.6%
uniaxial strain along h100i [7] as shown in Fig. 1. While an elec-
trically pumped Ge laser has been demonstrated using heavy
n-type doping and a very small tensile strain [18], this laser
suffered a very high threshold current density such that sub-
stantial improvements are necessary before practical applica-
tions are possible. For applications where operation outside
the telecom wavelength of 1550 nm is acceptable, it has been
theoretically shown that employing a much larger tensile
strain and making Ge’s bandstructure approach a direct
bandgap is the most promising route to achieving an efficient
low-threshold Ge laser [17].

In this work we present Ge wires, supported on Si
substrates, with uniaxial tensile strains as high as 5.7% along

the h100i axis. These wires were fabricated in a manner
similar to the technique of [19], but using high-quality
germanium-on-insulator (GOI) substrates to increase the
maximum achievable strain before material fracture.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
To begin, a GOI substrate is fabricated using the method of
[20]. The Ge was originally grown heteroepitaxially on Si,
which results in baseline tensile strain of ∼0.2% after cooling
down from growth temperatures due to a mismatch of the
thermal expansion coefficients [21]. This tensile strain
remains after bonding onto a Si∕SiO2 wafer to create the
GOI substrate [20,22]. The use of GOI provides substantial
benefits over using Ge-on-Si as in [19] because the use of
GOI eliminates the Ge/Si interface [20], which is known to
be highly defective due to the lattice mismatch between Ge
and Si [23]. Not only is the material quality important from
a carrier lifetime and device performance perspective, but
material defects such as threading dislocations are known
to reduce material strength and hence reduce the maximum
achievable strain before material fracture [24]. We therefore
hypothesize that the use of GOI is the key reason why we
observe substantially more strain than other researchers
who employed a similar technique [19].

Using this GOI, a pad and nanowire geometry similar to
[19,22] was patterned using e-beam lithography and dry
etching in SF6 and CHClF2 (Freon-22) plasma. The underlying
oxide was then etched in HF vapor, releasing the structure to
give a suspended Ge wire attached on either side to sus-
pended Ge pads as shown in Fig. 2(a). Typical wire dimen-
sions were ∼4.5 μm × ∼200 nm, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Once
the entire structure is released, the initial ∼0.2% tensile strain
redistributes such that the Ge pads relax slightly while the
strain in the Ge wire increases, as confirmed by COMSOL
finite element method modeling in Fig. 2(c).
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While using HF vapor etch successfully yields a suspended
Ge wire under high tensile strain, this suspended geometry
results in poor thermal conduction since there is no direct
heat conduction path from the wire to the substrate. We have
very recently shown that replacing the HF vapor etch of the
underlying oxide with a liquid HF etch induces postrelease
stiction that adheres the Ge wire and pads to the substrate
[25], as shown in Fig. 3. This change does not reduce the strain
induced in the wire, but placing the Ge wire in thermal contact
with the substrate creates an efficient heat conduction path,
which in turn drastically reduces any heating effects [25].

3. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
The strain in the fabricated Ge wires was experimentally
determined using Raman spectroscopy. Under tensile strain,

the Raman peak of 301 cm−1 for relaxed Ge becomes
redshifted to shorter wavenumbers: every 1% h100i uniaxial
tensile strain redshifts the Raman peak by 1.52 cm−1 [19,26].
Using this Raman strain-shift coefficient of 152 cm−1 for h100i
uniaxial strain corrects previous works [22,27], where the
coefficient of 202 cm−1 for h110i uniaxial strain [28] was erro-
neously used instead. This caused all uniaxial strains to be
underreported by ∼25% in [22,27].

While the strain is a simple linear function of the Raman
peak redshift, care must be taken to ensure that no significant
heating occurs due to the excitation laser since temperature
increases are also known to redshift the Raman peak. It is
therefore critical to ensure that any observed Raman redshift
corresponds to tensile strain rather than heating effects [26].
To this end, we have measured how the Raman peaks of both
a suspended and a substrate-adhered Ge wire change with the
Raman excitation laser power, as shown in Fig. 4. These wires
had nominally identical dimensions and both exhibited
approximately ∼4% strain.

It is clear from Fig. 4 that Raman excitation laser powers
below ∼40 μW produce no significant heating effect in our
suspended Ge wires. A laser excitation power of ∼6 μW was
therefore used in all subsequent Raman measurements, which
is a factor of ∼6.5 less than the maximum acceptable excita-
tion power to avoid heating effects. Since our work on sub-
strate-adhered wires is still in the early stages, we have yet
to fabricate substrate-adhered wires with more than the ∼4%
strain shown in Fig. 4. However, our work on suspended wires
is more mature, and we have observed substantially larger
strains in these wires. Raman spectra of suspended wires with
varying pad dimensions, shown in Fig. 5, reveal Raman peak
locations as low as 292.37 cm−1, compared to the Raman peak
of 301.05 cm−1 for relaxed Ge. The observed redshifts of up to
8.68 cm−1 of the Raman peak correspond to uniaxial strains of
up to 5.71% using the 152 cm−1 Raman strain-shift coefficient
[19,26]. According to the deformation potentials for Ge [7],
this largest observed strain of 5.71% corresponds to a direct
bandgap of 0.369 eV and an indirect bandgap of 0.403 eV.
This means that the bandgap of this 5.71%-strained Ge wire
is direct.

Fig. 1. Direct and indirect bandgaps of Ge as a function of h100i
uniaxial tensile strain.

Fig. 2. (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a suspended
strained Ge wire attached to suspended Ge pads. (b) Zoomed-in
SEM of the region indicated in (a). (c) COMSOL simulation of the
strain distribution in a suspended Ge wire attached to suspended
Ge pads.

Fig. 3. (a) Tilted scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a substrate-
adhered strained Ge wire and pads. (b) Zoomed-in tilted SEM of the
edge of a pad, showing deflection due to stiction. (c) Zoomed-in tilted
SEM of the substrate-adhered Ge wire. (d) Zoomed-in titled SEM
showing a substrate-adhered Ge wire and pads next to an overhang
of suspended Ge.
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In terms of optical properties, photoluminescence (PL)
measurements on the suspended wires confirm that strain
causes both a redshift of the emission wavelength due to the
bandgap reduction and an enhancement of the PL intensity
due to increased occupation of the direct conduction valley,
as shown in Fig. 6. In fact, the PL intensity enhancement with
strain is actually greater than the theoretical predictions of the
following section due to pseudo-heterostructure effects be-
tween the pads and the wires as explained in [22]. This red-
shift and enhancement of the PL confirms that the strain is
indeed affecting Ge’s optical properties as expected.

Due to the limitations of our detection setup, PL from wires
with strains beyond ∼3% could not be measured because the
emission was redshifted beyond the detector cutoff of
∼2060 nm (0.6 eV photon energy) in our micro-PL setup. From
Fig. 6 it is clear that even the 2.98% strained wire has been
largely redshifted beyond this detection limit. Since only Ge
wires with >4.6% strain have a direct bandgap, no optical
measurements were possible on our direct bandgap Ge
samples. We must therefore reserve such measurements for
a future work.

4. THEORETICAL MODELING
While the achievement of a direct bandgap Group IV semicon-
ductor directly integrated on Si is exciting in its own right, it is
essential to understand the implications of such a material for

Si photonics. Counterintuitively, even once a direct gap is
achieved a large majority of electrons may still reside in
the indirect conduction valleys. This is because the indirect
valleys, being four-fold degenerate and having a much larger
effective mass [12], collectively have a ∼56× larger effective
density of states (DOS) than the direct valley. At the direct gap
crossover point of 4.6% strain, >98% of electrons will still
reside in the indirect valleys (this percentage is determined
by the DOS ratio of the valleys). The fraction of electrons
in the direct conduction valley as a function of strain and tem-
perature can be calculated, as shown in Fig. 7, by assuming
parabolic bands and using Ge’s deformation potentials [7].
Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics were used for this calculation
since no doping or carrier injection was assumed, so the
Fermi level can safely be assumed to be far below the conduc-
tion band edges.

From Fig. 7 it is clear that even though only 4.6% strain is
sufficient to achieve a direct bandgap [7], a much larger strain
of ∼8.0% is required for >50% of electrons to reside in the di-
rect valley at room temperature (300 K). Even at liquid nitro-
gen temperature (77 K), a strain of ∼5.5% is required for >50%
of electrons to reside in the direct valley, about ∼0.9% strain
more than the 4.6% needed for a direct bandgap. Only at liquid
helium temperature (4 K) does the direct bandgap crossover
even approximately coincide with the strain needed for the

Fig. 4. Dependence of the Raman peak redshift on the excitation la-
ser power for both suspended and substrate-adhered Ge wires with
∼4% strain. Both curves are the difference between the wire’s Raman
peak location and the Raman peak location of relaxed bulk Ge.

Fig. 5. Raman spectra for suspended Ge wires with various pad
dimensions, showing uniaxial strains from 0.79% to 5.71%.

Fig. 6. Photoluminescence (PL) from suspended Ge wires with vari-
ous strains.

Fig. 7. Theoretically calculated fraction of electrons in the direct val-
ley as a function of h100i uniaxial tensile strain, shown at several tem-
peratures, plotted on a (a) linear scale and (b) logarithmic scale.
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direct conduction valley to be more populated than the
indirect valleys. A corollary of this fact is that there is no sud-
den change to be expected in the optical properties of Ge once
a direct gap is achieved, unless extremely low temperatures
are employed.

However, even if only<50% of electrons reside in the direct
valley, it is still possible for most recombination to be radia-
tive due to the fast recombination coefficient for the direct
valley [12] and picosecond-timescale intervalley scattering
of electrons [29]. The latter property means that electrons will
rapidly scatter from the indirect valley into the direct valley if
a fast radiative recombination process occurs in the direct
valley. Expanding upon the analysis of Fig. 7, it is possible
to theoretically calculate the internal quantum efficiency of
a Ge LED as a function of strain as shown in Fig. 8 for various
defect-limited minority carrier lifetimes. This was done by
calculating the fraction of recombination due to radiative tran-
sitions from the direct valley as opposed to other methods
such as Auger and defect-based Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH)
processes. The recombination coefficients for these processes
were taken from [12]. Since most reported Ge LEDs employ
substantial n-type doping, we have assumed 1019 cm−3 n-type
doping in our analysis, which is in line with most reported
devices [30–35], and an injected carrier density of 1017 cm−3.
Since doping is now present, Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics
were no longer used and instead the Fermi–Dirac occupancy
probability was numerically integrated over the DOS. It was
also assumed that all recombination takes place in the Ge,
i.e., a 100% injection efficiency in the LED.

From Fig. 8 it is clear that even when <2% of electrons
reside in the direct conduction valley, radiative transitions
from the direct valley will still be the dominant recombination
process provided that the material is sufficiently defect-free.
In this case, electrons will be scattering from the indirect
conduction valley into the direct valley where they will even-
tually recombine. In addition, the strong dependence of the
efficiency on the defect-limited minority carrier lifetime is a
strong incentive to further minimize defects in the Ge by using
a GOI approach such as ours, since GOI has generally been
shown to have longer carrier lifetimes than traditional epitax-
ial Ge-on-Si, presumably due to defects [36].

The ultimate question, however, is how the presence of a
direct bandgap will affect the performance of a Ge laser. This
was modeled by extending the method we used in [25] to
larger strains. Our model assumes parabolic bands along with
the deformation potentials of [7]. For this calculation, we have
assumed a double heterostructure laser with a 300 nm thick
Ge active region, 1019 cm−3 n-type doping, and an ideal loss-
less cavity. Valence band mixing was included by assuming
the top band has a heavy hole mass along the strain axis
and a light hole mass along the other two axes, and vice versa
for the second valence band. Here again there is no abrupt
change in performance when the strain reaches the direct
gap crossover of ∼4.6%, assuming room temperature opera-
tion (300 K). There is, however, an abrupt decrease in the las-
ing threshold around 3.1% strain, shown as a discontinuity in
Fig. 9. This feature is due to valence band splitting effects as
explained in [17]: only past a certain strain is it possible for
stimulated emission from the top valence band to by itself
be sufficient to overcome free carrier losses. Lasing using only
transitions to the top valence band reduces the lasing thresh-
old since it is no longer necessary to fill the lower valence
band with holes, though this also causes a larger redshift
of the lasing wavelength [17,37], as seen in Fig. 8.

Our model shows that increasing the strain from zero to
5.7% reduces the threshold current density from ∼1000 to
∼0.1 kA∕cm2, an improvement of four orders of magnitude.
As the strain approaches 6%, however, the predicted threshold
current reaches a minimum beyond which strain provides no
further benefit. This is due to both a saturation of direct valley
occupancy, as shown in Fig. 7, and also to the deleterious ef-
fects of bandgap narrowing [38], particularly the fact that free
carrier losses are greater at longer wavelengths. Since very
large strains beyond ∼6% will actually worsen a Ge laser’s
threshold, our fabricated samples with 5.7% strain represent
close to the ultimate limit of desirable strain in Ge for this
application.

5. DISCUSSION
By employing GOI substrates, we have achieved a record
h100i uniaxial tensile strain of 5.7% in suspended Ge wires.
Since 4.6% strain is believed to transform Ge into a direct
bandgap semiconductor [7], these highly strained Ge wires re-
present a direct bandgap Group IV semiconductor integrated
on Si. This strain was measured by Raman spectroscopy, and

Fig. 8. Theoretical internal quantum efficiency of a Ge LED as a
function of strain for various defect-limited minority carrier lifetimes
at room temperature (300 K), assuming 1019 cm−3 n-type doping and
1017 cm−3 carrier injection.

Fig. 9. Theoretically calculated threshold current density for a Ge
laser as a function of strain.
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great care was taken to ensure that the observed Raman shifts
were not due to heating effects. Micro-PL measurements
confirmed that the Ge wires with strains up to ∼3% exhibited
enhanced and redshifted emission as expected due to the low-
ering of the direct conduction valley relative to the indirect
valley and the overall bandgap narrowing. Ge wires with
>3% strain are also expected to show continued redshifts
and enhancements of the PL; however, for >3% strain the
PL emission is redshifted beyond our present detection capa-
bilities. Optical measurements on our most highly strained Ge
wires, including those with >4.6% strain, which we infer to
have a direct bandgap, must therefore be reserved for a future
work.

While the achievement of direct bandgap Ge is exciting, the
implications are somewhat more subtle. Counterintuitively,
we have shown theoretically that even once a direct bandgap
is achieved at ∼4.6% strain, most electrons will remain in the
indirect conduction valleys due to their four-fold degeneracy
and much larger effective masses. In fact, at room tempera-
ture a much larger strain of ∼8.0% is needed for a majority
of electrons to reside in the direct valley. For the observed
5.7% strain, for instance, only ∼19% of electrons are expected
to reside in the direct valley at 300 K despite the technically
direct bandstructure. However, the extremely fast radiative
recombination rate of the direct transition and the rapid
scattering of electrons between conduction valleys mean that
we nevertheless expect radiative direct gap recombination
to be the dominant recombination process in a direct bandgap
Ge, provided the material’s defect-limited minority carrier
lifetime is in the tens of nanoseconds or greater. This
makes our direct bandgap Ge a promising candidate for Si-
compatible infrared LEDs.

The critical application for strained Ge, however, is as a
gain medium for a silicon-compatible laser. Here our highly
strained direct bandgap Ge shows particular promise, with
a >1000× threshold reduction expected compared to the
present state-of-the-art electrically pumped Ge lasers [18].
While this level of strain would redshift any Ge laser’s emis-
sion from 1550 to beyond 3000 nm, it is possible for some
applications to operate at such wavelengths by simply red-
shifting the detection range of Ge by applying a similar strain
to a Ge detector as proposed in [17,27]. Our modeling predicts
that there is no sudden boost in performance to be expected
upon reaching the direct gap crossover unless very low tem-
peratures are employed; however, there is a very sharp reduc-
tion in the lasing threshold to be expected around∼3.1% strain
due to valence band splitting effects as explained in [17].
Around 6% tensile strain, the lasing threshold actually reaches
a minimum due to negative effects associated with the
bandgap reduction such as increased free carrier losses at
longer wavelengths as explained in [38]. This indicates that
our 5.7% strained wires represent close to the ultimate limit
of uniaxial tensile strain insofar as Ge laser applications
are concerned.
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